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amount q. The demand function for output (Y) at a
given price is the amount of the product which a
consumer is willing to buy at that price. A market

price is equilibrium price at which supply and demand
are in equilibrium. The market price of a quantity (q)
of a given product is the price, qavovpdh, at which

that product and all the factors of production can be
obtained in the amount q. The demand function for

output (Y) at a given price is the amount of the
product which a consumer is willing to buy at that

price. The profit (P)
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If you are the copyright holder of this e-book and
want to turn off the preloading, you can uncomment

the preload=False setting in the setting.py file on
your Django server. More information here. Or will he
give up? JUST WATCHED 'I don't think I'll be able to

get a job': Hugo's struggle MUST WATCH JUST
WATCHED Compassion for Hugo Chavez MUST

WATCH Compassion for Hugo Chavez 02:06 By the
time it is done, the prime minister's optimistic

prediction, that "there will be no more shortages, no
more inflation," will have been proven wrong. He's

frustrated. "We will have to change the methods," he
told CNN, noting that government's plan is to avoid
paying more than 50 cents per gallon for subsidized
gasoline and to make buses and trucks in Venezuela

free, at least for the first 20 kilometers of travel,
which covers most of the country. "The government is

faced with such a serious problem," he says, "that
there are people living in misery, and there are

people who are so rich that they can do whatever
they want." In a country where the national minimum

wage is about one-tenth of a U.S. dollar a month,
where the streets are regularly flooded, and where
inflation touches 40 percent a month, Venezuelans
know well that oil money is their only salvation. And
there's no end in sight. But even with a record price

of $158.60 a barrel, Venezuela is sitting on an
estimated 3.1 billion barrels of oil, with experts saying
there are probably 5.4 billion more in reserve. So the
government is willing to endure shortages as it tries
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to make the economy work. As for the leader himself,
he's following the advice of his economic team, which

is developing a strategy to help Venezuela fend off
international and domestic pressure to change

leadership. The plan for Hugo Chavez, the plan for
Chavez There is talk of presidential elections next

year. But if there is an election, Chavez's plan is that
he'll be the candidate again. He is likely to win in that
scenario. Chavez is likely to be declared the winner of

a vote set for December 6. The day before was the
last day of voting, and observers from the leftist ALBA

political coalition said it had no problems with the
vote and was widely observed.
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